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A language d on a free monoid X* generated by the finite alphabet X is 
called a disjunctive language if the principal congruence determined by A is the 
identity. In this paper we study some properties of disjunctive languages over X 
with I X ] > 2. We show that there is no minimal (and hence no maximal) 
disjunctive language and that the cardinality of the family of disjunctive 
languages i the same as that of the reals. It is also shown that if a discrete 
disjunctive language is partitioned into two subsets then one of them must be 
disjunctive. We prove that every non-empty word which is not a power of a letter 
is a product of two primitive words and then show that Q~ is regular for all * 
n > 2, where Q is the set of primitive words. But in contrast with this, Q~i~QcJ~ ... 
Qc~ is shown to be disjunctive for all i + l > 3. Here Om = (w i [ w cO}. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X*  be the free monoid generated by a finite nonempty alphabet X. The 
elements of X*  will be called words and any subset of X* will be called a 
language. We let A denote the empty word and for any language A, A* will 
denote the submonoid of X* generated by d .  I f  d does not contain A, then .//+ 
will denote the subsemigroup generated by d .  For any word w 6 X*, the length 
of w, denoted fie(w), is the number of letters Occurring in w. In particular 
fly(A) = O. For any languages A, B C X*, the product AB is defined by _dB --  
{xy[x~d,y~B}.  
Let A C C*. The relation PA defined on X* by x ~ YPA if and onIy if 
(uxv ~ d if and only if uyv E d for all u, ~ ~ X*) is a congruence relation called 
the principal congruence determined by A. I f  the index of A is finite, then we 
call A a regular language. It  is well known that the family of regular languages 
consists exactly of those languages accepted by a finite automaton. (See Rabin 
and Scott, 1959.) At the other end of the spectrum are the disjunctive languages. 
These are languages A for which PA is equality. I t  has been shown that if 
I X I = 1 the disjunctive languages are exactly the non-regular languages and if 
] X t ) 2, then X* is a disjoint union of infinitely many disjunctive languages 
(Shyr, 1977). 
* Part of this research as been supported by Grant A7877 of the National Research 
Council of Canada. 
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In this paper we study some properties of disjunctive languages over X with 
[ X [ /> 2. Section 2 is devoted to proving results on general disjunctive languages. 
In particular we prove that there is no minimal (and hence no maximal) disjunc- 
tive language and that the cardinality of the family of disjunctive languages i the 
same as that of the reals. It is also shown that if a discrete disjunctive language 
is partitioned into two subsets, then one of the subsets must be disjunctive. 
In Section 3, we study the disjunctive languages Q~i~, i ~> 1, where ~)~ = 
{f~ I f  @ Q} and Q(= Qm) is the set of primitive words. We prove that every word 
of X+ which is not a power of a letter is a product of two primitive words. With 
the help of this fact we are able to show that (~ is regular for n /> 2. In sharp 
contrast with this we also prove that OI~QIJ} ... Q(a~ is disjunctive if i + l >/3 
and that [O(i~]+ is disjunctive if i />  2. The latter result proves the existence 
of disjunctive languages which are subsemigroups of X*. 
2. GENERAL THEOREMS ON DISJUNCTIVE LANGUAGES 
In this section we shall prove a number of general theorems on disjunctive 
languages. Some of these results will be used in subsequent sections when we 
study properties of particular disjunctive languages. Throughout this paper all 
languages shall be languages over a finite alphabet of at least two letters. 
We first recall the following. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A word x e X + is said to be primitive if x = f~ for some 
f ~ X + implies n = 1. The set of primitive words is denoted by Q. 
It is well known (Lyndon and Schiitzenberger, 1962) that each word in X + is 
uniquely expressible as a power of a primitive word and that two words commute 
if and only if each is a power of the same primitive word. 
The following simple result is frequently used in this section: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let  A C _ X* .  The fo l lowing are equivalent: 
(1) A is a disjunctive language. 
(2) I f  u and v are words o f  the same length and  u ~ vP  A then u = v. 
Proof.  Clearly (1) implies (2). Conversely, suppose (2) holds and let x ~YPA.  
Let a ¢ b ~ X and let M = max{~'N(xb), [;7(yb)}. Then xba M and yba vt are both 
primitive. Set w = baM. Now xw =- yWP A and hence (xw) 2 ~ xwyw ~ ywxwP A . 
Since ~2(xwyw)  = ~N(ywxw) ,  by hypothesis xwyx = ywxw and thus xw and yw 
are powers of the same primitive word. But xw and yw are primitive whence 
xw ~ yw.  Therefore x = y proving that _/t is disjunctive. | 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A language L is said to be discrete if for any distinct x, 
y eL,  d2(x) v~ d2(Y)" 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let D be a discrete language for which X*wX*  ~ D C: 
for all w ~ X*.  Then D is disjunctive. 
Proof. Suppose u ~ vPo with d~(u) = dy(v). By hypothesis, there exist 
x, y 6 X*  such that xuy ~ D. Therefore, xvy e D. But d~(xuy) = d~(xvy) and 







Let S C X* .  Then the following are equivalent: 
S contains a disjunctive language; 
S n X*wX*  ~ ~ for all w ~ X*; 
I S n X*wX*  I : c~ for all w e X*.  
(1) =~ (2). Suppose there exists w ~ X + such that S ~ X*wX*  = ~.  
Then for any subset A of S, w ~ W2PA . Hence no subset of S is disjunctive. 
(2) ~ (3). Suppose that for some w ~ X*, S n X*wX* is finite. Let u be 
a word of length greater than the length of any word in S n X*wX* .  Then 
S ~ X*wuX*  = ~.  
(3) ~ (1). Define a total order on X* as follows: for x, y ~ X*  set x < y 
if d~(x) < f£(y). I f  d£(x) = d~(y) = n set x < y if x comes before y in the 
lexicographic ordering of the words of length n. Then X* - -  {A < w 1 < w~ < 
• -. < w,~ < "..). We define a language D C S inductively as follows: Since by 
hypothesis J S n X*wlX*  J = 0% let x lwly  1 ~ S. Assume inductively that 
x~w~y, ~ S have been chosen for i = 1,2 ..... n such that Eg(x~w~y~) < E£(x~wjyj) 
if 1 ~ i < j  ~n.  Choose x~+~w~+ty,+ 1 ~ S so that ~(x~+~Wn+lyn+l) > d~(x~w~yn). 
This is possibl e since [ S (h X*wn+lX* [ = ~.  The language D so defined is 
discrete and has the property that D ~ X*wX*  :fi ~ for all w e X*. By Pro- 
position 2.4, D is disjunctive. I 
COROLLAI~Y 2.6. Let S C X* .  Then either S or ~ = X* \S  contains a dis- 
junctive language. 
Proof. Suppose S (~ X*wX*  is finite for some w ~ X*. Then S (~ X*wuX*  
is finite for all u e X*. Now X*wuX*  = [S n X*wuX*]  u [S n X*wuX*]  
whence ~' (h X*uX*  is infinite. But ~q n X*wuX*  C ,~ n X*uX*  proving that 
(h X*uX*  is infinite for all u e X*. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let S C 2£*. Then either S or ~ may be extended to a dis- 
junctive language. 
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It is natural to ask whether or not minimal (and hence maximal) disjunctive 
languages exist. The following proposition shows that there are no minimal arid 
thus no maximal disjunctive languages. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let D be a disjunctive language and suppose D = d • B 
where A (~ B = Z .  Then either one of A and B is disjunctive or both A and B 
Contain a disjunctive hmguage. 
Proof. Suppose neither A nor B is disjunctive and suppose B does not 
Contain a disjunctive language. Then by Proposition 2.5, B ~ X*wX*  is finite 
for Some w e X +. By Proposition 2.2 there exist u, v, u 4 v with dy(u) = d£(V) 
such that u ~ vP A . We may further assume that d;~(u) > {max f](xwy) 1 xwy E B}. 
Now uw ~ vwPA and xuwy ~ D imply xvwy ~ A C_ D. Similarly xvwy ~D 
implies xuwy ~ D. Therefore uw =~ vwP D and hence uw = vw, contradicting 
the fact that u ~ v. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that both A and B contain 
disjunctive languages. | 
COROLLARY 2.9. There are no maximal and no minimal disjunctive languages. 
Pro@ Let D be a disjunctive language and F a finite subset of D. Then D\F 
is disjunctive. | 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let D be disjunctive. Then for any w e X+, D ~ X*wX*  
is disjunctive. 
Pro@ D = [D c3 X*wX*]  k) [D n X*wX*] .  ByProposition 2.5 D (3 X*wX*  
cannot contain a disjunctive language. It follows by Proposition 2,8 that 
D n X*wX*  is disjunctive. | 
By a repeated application of Corollary 2.10 we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let w 1 , w e ,..., w~ be a finite set of words and D a disjunctive 
language. Then D ~ {(%i~ X*wiX*} is disjunctive. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let D be disjunctive and W any subset of X*  consisting of 
words each of which is missing at least one letter of X.  Then D\ W is disjunctive. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, W cannot contain a disjunctive language. Thus 
by Proposition 2.8, D\Wis  disjunctive. | 
=) 
COROLL~Y 2.13. Let D be disjunctive and for each n ~ 1 let D~ = {w l w ~ D 
and w ~ X*v~X * for some v ~ X+). Then D~ is disjunctive. 
COROLLARY 2.14. I f  D is a disjunctive language then D\{w*} is also disjunctive 
for any w ~ X*.  
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Proof. D ~ {w*} cannot contain a disjunctive language by Proposition 2.5. 
Thus D\{w*} is disjunctive by Proposition 2.8. | 
I f  D is a discrete disjunctive language, Proposition 2.8 may be sharpened as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let D be a discrete disjunctive language and suppose 
D ~ A t3 B, A (~ B ~ ~.  Then either A or B is disjunctive. 
Proof. Both A and B are discrete. Suppose A is not disjunctive. Then by 
Proposition 2.4 there is a w such that X*wX*  ~ A ~ ~.  Then for any w', 
X*w'wX*  t~ D :# ~,  by Proposition 2.4. This implies X*w'wX*  (~ B ~ ~.  
Thus for any w', X*ev'X* n B :# ~.  By Proposition 2.4, B is disjunctive. ! 
We remark that it is possible to partition Q into two disjunctive languages. 
In fact (Shyr and Thierrin, 1977) prove that both Qe and Qo are disjunctive 
where Qe is the set of primitive words of even length and Qo the set of primitive 
words of odd length. 
The following is a generalization f a result obtained by Shyr (1977). 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let D be a disjunctive language and for each i > 2 let 
D~i) ~ {f i  I re  D). Then DCi) is disjunctive. 
Proof. Suppose f ~ gPD"' with d~(f) = dy(g). Since D is disjunctive, by 
Proposition 2.5 there exist u, v e X* such that ufv ~ D. Hence (ufv) ~ ~ D ~°. It  
then follows that ugv'(ufv)~- l~ D ~'1. Since d~(ugv)-~ dff(ufv), ugv-~ ufv 
whence g ~ f. By Proposition 2.2, D Io is disjunctive. | 
The set Q of primitive words is disjunctive (Shyr (1977)). It is clear that if zr 
is any automorphism of X*, ~r(Q) = Q since a homomorphism a of X* is an 
automorphism if and only if cr effects a permutation of X. We shall call those 
languages fixed under every automorphism homogeneous languages. As a corollary 
to the following result, we show that any discrete disjunctive language can be 
extended to a homogeneous disjunctive language. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let D be any discrete disjunctive language over X and let B 
be any subset of the automorphism group of X*.  Then V ~ 0~ zr(D) is disjunctive. 
Proof. Suppose V is not disjunctive. Then there exist u, v E X*, u :/: v, 
f q(u) = d~(v) such that u ~ vP v . Let w be a word containing all the letters of X. 
Then uw ~--- vwPv.  Now let ~r ~ B. Clearly ~r(D) is disjunctive and thus there 
exist x, y such that (say) xuwy ~ rr(D) but xvwy 6 zr(D). Since ~r(D)C V, 
xvwy ~ ,(D) for some r ~ B, r @ ~r. Because D is discrete ,(d) = xvwy and 
,r(d) = xuwy for some d ~ D. Hence 7r'r-l(xvwy) -~ xuwy. Therefore ~r~'--l(x) • 
~rr-l(v) • zrz-t(w) • ~rT-l(y) -~ xuwy. Since 7rr -1 is length-preserving, zr~--l(w) -~ w 
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and thus 7rT -1 = identity because w contains all the letters of X. Hence 7r = ~, 
a contradiction. | 
The authors do not know whether the above proposition is still true if D is 
disjunctive, but not necessarily discrete. 
COROLLARY 2.18. Let D be disjunctive and discrete. Then D can be extended 
to a homogeneous disjunctive language. 
Proof. Let A be the full automorphism group of X*. Then V ---- 0~A 7r(D) 
is clearly homogeneous. | 
I t  has been shown (Shyr and Thierrin) that if D is a disjunctive language and P 
a prefix code, then PD is also disjunctive. The following is a result along the same 
lines. 
PROPOSITION" 2.19. Let D be a disjunctive language over X and let b~X.  
Let S be any subset of X+/{b ) such that S n b2X * = {b2). Then V = SD is 
disjunctive. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exist u and v, u @ v such that u ~ vPv .  
Since D is disjunctive, there exist x, y such that (say) xuy ~ D but xvy  `6 D. 
Hence b2xuy ~ b2D CC_ SD = V whence b2xvy ~ V. Therefore b~xvy = sd where 
s E S, d E D. It follows that s = b z and xvy ~ D, a contradiction. | 
In  the subsequent section we shall construct examples which show that the 
product of two disjunctive languages can he disjunctive, regular or neither. 
To this end, the following proposition will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. Let D be a disjunctive language over the alphabet X and 
let a and b be distinct letters of X .  Then the languages D 1 = Da ~5 X*wb and 
D 2 -= aD k) bwX*  are disjunctive for any w ~ X* .  
Proof. Suppose D 1 is not disjunctive. Then there exist u, v, u ~ v such that 
u ~ VPDt . Since Da is disjunctive, there exist x, y such that (say) xuy c Da but 
xvy 6 Da. Hence xvy c X*wb, a contradiction. Similarly, D 2 is disjunctive. 
We end this section by proving that the cardinality of the family of disjunctive 
languages i the same as that of the reals. This we do in the following sequence of 
three propositions: 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Let n l ,  n 2 ,..., n~ ,... be an increasing sequence of positive 
integers. Then there is a discrete disjunctive language D the length of whose kth 
word is n k . 
Proof. Order X* as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 and let X + ~ {w 1% w 2 
• " < w k % "-}. There exist x 1 , Yl such that ~(x lw ly l )  =- n 1 . Assume indue- 
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tively that xIwgyI , i = 1, 2 ,..., k, have been chosen with /‘(x~w~y~) = ni, Now 
eg(wk+l> < %k+l and hence there exists xk+lwk+lyk+l with +(xk+lwk&&l) = 
n,+ . Then D = {XiWfyd 1 i = 1,2,...} is disjunctive by Proposition 2.4 and is the 
required disjunctive language. I’ 
The following proposition is an exercise in elementary set theory and the 
proof is therefore omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. The cardinality of the family F of increasing sequences of 
positive integers is the same as that of the reals. 1 
COROLLARY 2.23. The cardinality of the family of disjunctive languages is the 
same as that of the reals. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE DISJUNCTIVE LANGUAGES Q(“) 
Shyr (1977) proved that Q = Q(l) and Qli), i > 2 are disjunctive. One of the 
main results of this section is that Q” is regular for all ,n 2 2 thus showing that 
the product of two disjunctive languages can be regular. In sharp contrast we also 
show that [Q(i)]” is disjunctive for n > 1 and i > 2. 
The following two propositions are due to Lentin and Schiitzenberger. Their 
proofs are omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (Lentin and Schiitzenberger, 1967). Let u, w E X*. Then 
uw = wu if and onZy if u and w are powers of the same word. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Lentin and Schiitzenberger; 1967). Let x, y E X+. Then x 
andy are powers of the same word ay and only if some power of x and some power of y 
have a left common factor of length C+(X) + 49(y) - ({f(x), {g(y)), where (m, n) 
stands for the greatest common divisor of m and n. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let u, v E X+, adv primitive, and let s 2 2. Then (uv)% and 
v(uv)” are primitive words. 
Proof. Suppose (uv)% = wt, w EQ, t > 2. Then (uv)~+~ = wk. Thus 
(uvjs+l and wt have a left common factor of length t * k”(w). Since s * @(uv) + 
(y(h) = t . &77(w), we have 
By Proposition 3.2, w = uv contradicting (UV)~U = wt. The proof that V(UV)~ is 
primitive is entirely similar. l 
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The above result is not valid if s = 1. For example take u = a, v ~ baab; 
then uvu = (aba)L However, with some restrictions, it is still true. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let dg(v) be odd and suppose dy(v) ~ @(u). Then uvu is 
primitive provided u and v are not powers of the same word. 
Proof. Suppose uvu = w*, t >/2,  w primitive. Then both f#(w) and t are 
odd and thus t />  3. Now v = pwfq, f > /0  and u =w~x = yw s, s >/0 where 
~o = ~p = qy, :g(x) = ~g(y) and :~(p)  = ~(q) .  I f  s = 0, /~(u) ~< :~(w). 
Thus d~(v) ~ fg(w) whence t = 3 which implies u = w = v. Hence assume 
s >~ 1. From w~x ~ yw ~ and the fact that dg(x) = djT(Y) it follows that x = y 
since w = xp. Therefore x ~ w ~, u = w *+~ by Proposition 3.1 and thus v is also 
a power of w. | 
Using the above two propositions we may now prove 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Every word not a power of a letter is a product of two primitive 
words. 
Proof. Let w be a word containing at least wo distinct letters. Then w = 
a~b~u where a, b ff X, a va b, i, j are greater than 0 and either u -~ A or the first 
letter of u is not b. I f  u = A, the proposition is clearly true. Also if u is primitive 
we are done. Assume therefore that w = a~bJh ~, p ~> 2, where h = cq, c ~ X 
and h is primitive. I f  q -= A, w ~ (a~bJe~-l)e and the proposition is proved. 
Assume q ~ X + and p ~> 3. Then w = (a~bJc) q(cq) ~-~. Clearly a~b~c is primitive 
as is q(eq) ~-1 by Proposition 3.3. Finally assume q e X + and p -= 2. Then 
w = (aibJc) qcq. Since qcq ¢ c*, Proposition 3.4 is applicable and qcq is primi- 
tive. | 
With the help of the foregoing proposition we now show that for any n >~ 2, 
Q" is regular. First we formulate the following 
DEFINITION 3.6 (Kuan and Thierrin, 1977). Let X ~- {a 1 , a~ ,..., am} be a 
finite alphabet of at least two letters. Then every w ~ X + can be written in the 
form w = ailxai~ -" a,'~ where e,j. >~ 1 and aij v a a~j+~.- , j = 1, 2,..., k - -  1. 
We define the sheIeton of w to be 
sk(w)  = a la, . ai . 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let X ~-  {a l  , a 2 , . . . ,  am} be a finhe alphabet with m >~ 2. 
Then for any n >~ 2, Qn is regular. 
Proof. First we show that Q2 and Qa are regular languages. Since by Proposi- 
tion 3.5 every word w ~ X + not a power of a letter is a product of two primitive 
words, we have 
Q~ = X+\{an l n @ 2, a e 25(}. 
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Hence Q2 is a regular language. It is easy to check that 
~" + a+ ~ ~ I ~ aq ai~ e X, n 1 2} X~ t ~a~ qz k.) [(ai~ i~ I ai k ai~ , aik , aQ )b( ikaij ai~ , ai k , 
U [ai 3 ] a ie  X]. 
Since B = {w a X+]dy(sk (w) )~ 2} = {altair+ * l ai~, aij ~ X}  is a regular lan- 
guage, its complement is also regular, whence Q3 is regular. Now since Q" is 
a product of QZ's and Q~'s, Qn is regular for all n ~/2. | 
We now show that the languages Q.  Q and Q.  Q are disjunctive. For this we 
need the following concept introduced by Shyr (1977): Let A and B be disjoint 
languages contained in X*. The pair (A, B) is said to be a disjunctive pair if for 
any x, y e X*, x v~ y there exist u, v e X* such that uxv ~ A and uyv 6 B or 
vice versa. It is immediate that if (A, B) is a disjunctive pair, then both A and B 
are disjunctive. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The languages Q " Q and Q . Q are disjunctive. 
Proof. (1) ~ '  0 -~ {fi If  ~ Q, i >~ 4} v (ffg~ lfi g ~ Q, f 4= g, i >~ 2, j >~ 2}. 
Let x 4: y. Then since (Q, Q(O), i >/2, is a disjunctive pair (Shyr, 1977) there 
exist u, v ~X* such that (say) uxv~Q,  uyv ~-h i , h~Q.  It follows that 
(uxv)(uxv) 2 E Q(~) and (uyv)(uxv) 2 ~ Q • ~. I f f  and g are distinct primitive words 
and m, n ~ 2, then f~gn is primitive (Lyndon E Schiitzenberger, 1962). It 
follows that ~ '~)CQw{f f ] i>~4,  f~Q} and hence Q(3) n~.~:  ;~. 
Thus uxv ~ uyvPo. 0 proving that x ~ YPo..O • 
(2) Suppose D = Q" Q and let f ~ gPD where dg(f) = d~(g). We may 
further assume f = bwb, g ~- bzb for some b ~ X. Let a e X, a @ b and let 
M = :y(f). Then fa'b Q th s (fa q,).(faMb)" O. Therefore 
faMbgaibfaMb E Q • (f). It is easy to check that this implies faMb = gaMb whence 
f = g. By Proposition 2.2, D is disjunctive. I 
At this point we see that the product of two disjunctive languages can be either 
disjunctive or regular. It is natural to ask whether the product of two disjunctive 
languages can be "in between." We now construct disjunctive languages D 1 and 
D~ such that D1D 2 is neither egular nor disjunctive. To this end we remark that 
if A is any language containing X*wX*  for some w a X*, A cannot be dis- 
junctive. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let a, b e X,  a ~ b. Let D 1 -~ (aQa u X*b ~) and let 
D 2 = aQa k) b~X*). Then D 1 and D 2 are disjunctive but D1D 2 is neither disjunctive 
nor regular. 
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Proof. Shyr and Thierrin (1977) have shown that if P(T)  is a prefix (suffix) 
code and D a disjunctive language then PD(DT)  is disjunctive. It follows that 
a 0 and 0a  are both disjunctive languages and hence by Proposition 2.20, both 
D 1 and D~ are disjunctive. Moreover it is clear that D1D2 is not disjunctive since 
DID 2 D__ X*b*X *. We prove that D~D 2 is not regular by showing that a ~ ~ aJPzho= 
if i :/: j. Suppose i > j. Then 
aibai-lba2baba ~ ~ aQa2Qa c D1D2 . 
I f  aJbai-lba2baba 2 were in D1D 2 it would have to be contained in aQa2Qa. Hence 
we would have aJ-lbai-lba2ba • ba ~ QaZO. It is easily checked that this is not 
possible. | 
We now turn our attention to the disjunctive languages c~(i) i ~> 1 ~,~ , 
PROPOSITION 3.10. The language D = Q(i)Q(j) ... Q(t) is disjunctive provided 
i+ l>~3.  
Proof. Suppose l >~ 2 (the case when i >~ 2 is proved similarly) and let 
f ~ gPD where Ey(f) = @(g) = M. We may assume f = bwb and g = bzb, 
beX.  Let a~X,  a :/= b. Then JaMb and garb are both primitive. Now 
(faVb) i+~+...+~ ~ D. Since gaUb ~ favbPD , (faUb)i+J+...+M(gaVb) ~- uiv ~ ... x ~ 
where u, v,..., x E ~. Clearly @(x) >~ @(gaMb). I f  Ej(x) = f](gaMb) then since 
l>~ 2, faMb ~ gaMb and thus f = g. Therefore assume Ey(x)> dy(gagb). 
Then x = ybaVb. But the subword baMb occurs only as the final segment of the 
words fa ib  and gaMb. Thus yb = (faVb)*g. Therefore x = (faib)*gaMb, S >~ i. 
It then follows since l >~ 2 and dy(faMb) = fy(gaMb) that lamb = garb. Thus 
f = g and by Proposition 2.2, D is disjunctive. | 
COROLLARY 3.11. l f  i >~ 2 and n >~ 1, [Q(i)]~ is disjunctive. 
The proof of the following proposition follows the same lines as the proof 
above and we shall only sketch it. 
PROPOSlTIO~ 3.12. For any i >~ 2, the language [Q")]+ is disjunctive. Thus 
there are subsemigroups of X*  which are disjunctive languages. 
Proof. Let D = [Q(~)]+ = Q(~) k) [Q~)]~ k) --. k.) [Q~i)]~ • --' .  As before, 
supposef ~ gPD with veg(f) = dg(g) =- M andf  = bwb, g -~ bzb, b ~ X. Then 
if a ~ X,  a # b, (faMb) i E Q(i) C D and thus (faMb)i-l(gaMb) ~ [Q(i)]n for some 
n ~> 1. Again, as before, this forcesfaMb = gaMb and hencef  = g. By Proposi- 
tion 2.2, D is disjunctive. | 
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